
Mobile Record Shredders is now Shred
America Colorado!

Mobile Record Shredders, a Pueblo, Colorado area-based information destruction

company, is pleased to announce that they have merged with Shred America, LLC to form

Shred America Colorado. After owning and operating Mobile Record Shredders for 20

years, Joe O’Brien, Lawrence and Julia Anaya, conducted a search for a growing

independently owned company that would uphold the legacy of customer service and

quality standards of secure information destruction; and also take great care of the team

assembled at Mobile Record Shredders and they could not be happier with the outcome:

“We were looking for a partner who could take us to new levels of success while keeping

our two main goals intact- great customer service provided by a highly trained and

dedicated staff. I can’t think of anyone better than Shred America to keep that legacy

going strong”

- Joe O'brien, Co-Owner of Mobile Record Shredders



Shred America is a veteran owned, industry leading information destruction company

with multiple locations in South Carolina, North Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Pennsylvania,

Louisiana, Kansas, and Texas. They also provide national coverage through its own Shred

America Partner Network. The company has grown from 1 truck to 30 trucks in 5 short

years and has current clients in over 48 states. They were recently recognized by Inc

Magazine as the 217th fastest growing privately held company in the country and #1 is the

state of SC, and the fastest growing shredding company in the U.S.

“I have known Joe, Julie and Lawrence for 20 years and they are wonderful people. I have

also been fortunate enough to get to know the amazing team they have assembled over

the years. Mobile Record Shredders is one of the best information destruction companies

not only in Colorado but in the entire country. We are very proud and excited that the

ownership team and the amazing staff is now part of the Shred America family and will

continue to be involved in Shred America Colorado!”

- Ray Barry, Partner of Shred America

“I am thrilled to announce our recent acquisition of Mobile Records Shredders! This

integration embodies our commitment to revolutionizing the way businesses and

individuals safeguard their sensitive information. Our excitement stems from the limitless

potential this partnership unlocks.

While our footprint expands, one thing remains unwavering; our dedication to

unparalleled customer service. To our valued clients in Colorado and beyond, I want to

assure you that the high level of service you’ve come to expect will not only be

maintained, but elevated. Your trust is the cornerstone of our success, and as we embrace

this new chapter, our focus on security, efficiency, and personal attention will continue to

be the bedrock of our client relationships.

Thank you for your ongoing support. Together, we are not only shredding documents; we

are redefining industry standards.”

- Ryan Richard, Chief Executive Officer of Shred America

For more information, please contact Ray Barry (ray@shredamerica.com) or Ryan Richard

(ryan@shredamerica.com).
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